
BRIDGING THE CONFIDENCE GAP FOR WOMEN:   Confidence is the #1 predictor of success
yet women lag well behind men.  Authentic confidence hacks for women that work. 
 
Value add for the audience:  More success, income growth and fulfillment for women. 
 
REWIRED FOR WEALTH- Most of our money behavior isn't logical! Learn what really drives
your money behavior, re-route your neural pathways for prosperity and financial ease.
 
Value add for the audience: Tools to unlock earning power and financial empowerment. 
 
HIGHLY SENSITIVE IN BUSINESS -   Sensitivity is seen as a weakness, yet 20% of us are
Highly Sensitive People (HSPs). HSPs who can manage their sensitivity are better adjusted,
happier, and contribute more fully from their strengths as creatives and 'royal advisors'.
 
Value add for the audience: HSPs learn to thrive as a sensitive person, non-HSPs learn how
to support the HSPs in their families and workplaces to excel---so everyone benefits. 
 
"I had my best month ever after we worked together—and I’m on track to reach 6 figures for the
first time this year." Helen B, Intuitive coach & transformational healer.
 
"My vision of what’s possible for our business has grown by miles! " Monique P, Cafe Owner.  

Ellen guides women to believe in themselves, and feel more worthy
and deserving. She helps them clear money blocks and fears of
visibility, so they can expand their income and impact. She gets
clients fast results, and has 8 certifications in rapid change methods
including Tapping Into Wealth, Accelerated Belief Clearing, Art of
Feminine Presence, and more.  She's had 2 careers: in finance
(MBA/CPA) and business education, and 20+ years as a coach and
energy healer. She's moved through goal and inheritance trauma,
bankruptcy, another's suicide, depression and 3+ life reinventions,
enabling her to guide others to thrive past almost anything.  
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